
To be used in conjunction with the Key Investor Information Documents for:

IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Advanced Passive: Aggressive Growth Portfolio;
IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Advanced Passive: Balanced Portfolio;
IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Advanced Passive: Cautious Portfolio;
IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Advanced Passive: Growth Portfolio;
IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Advanced Passive: Income Portfolio;
IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Global Aggressive Growth Portfolio;
IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Global Defensive Portfolio;
IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Global Growth Portfolio;
IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Global Income & Growth Portfolio; and
IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Global Income Portfolio.
(the “Sub-Funds”)

US persons:
We do not accept applications for the purchase or subscription of shares from any person or for the benefit of any person who
is a US person. For the purposes of this paragraph, the meaning of US person shall include, but not be limited to, trusts, charitable
trusts, partnerships and corporations organised under the laws of the United States or deemed to be so organised (where ‘United
States’ means the United States of America, its territories and possessions, all areas subject to its jurisdiction or any political
subdivision thereof, any state of the United States of America and the District of Columbia), greencard holders, persons
substantially present in the US and residents of the United States.
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           The Key Investor Information Document (“KIID”) is a document which an
Authorised Fund Manager or an Authorised Corporate Director (“ACD”)
which markets funds in the European Union is required to provide to
investors. The purpose of the KIID is to give potential investors a summary of
certain information including the essential elements of the Sub-Funds.

           This document, the Supplementary Information Document (“SID”) contains
supplementary information concerning the Sub-Funds; further information is
available in the Prospectus and the annual and half-yearly reports. These are
available free of charge from Investment Fund Services Limited, the ACD.

                                                              The terms in both the KIID and SID form part of the terms of your investment
in the Sub-Fund.

           You should make sure that you have read the KIID and the SID before you
make an investment in a Sub-Fund. Once you have done this, you should
complete the application form and return it to the address indicated. This
document also sets out details of various contacts should you require
further information.

                                                              Before making any investment, you should check with the ACD whether
you have the latest version of the KIID, the SID and the application forms.
You should retain copies of each of these documents for future reference.
All documentation is available from www.ifslfunds.com

           The IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Multi Asset Portfolio Series II (the “Company”) is an
open-ended investment company (“OEIC”) with variable capital, which has
been incorporated under the Open-Ended Investment Companies
Regulations 2001 (as amended) in the United Kingdom and which is also
governed by the Collective Investment Scheme Sourcebook (“COLL”),
(together the “Regulations”). The Company was authorised by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA), on 21st December 2015 and is of unlimited duration.

The Company is structured as an umbrella company with the following
Sub-Funds:

n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Advanced Passive: Aggressive Growth Portfolio;

n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Advanced Passive: Balanced Portfolio;

n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Advanced Passive: Cautious Portfolio;

n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Advanced Passive: Growth Portfolio; 

n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Advanced Passive: Income Portfolio;

n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Global Aggressive Growth Portfolio;

n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Global Defensive Portfolio;

n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Global Growth Portfolio;

n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Global Income & Growth Portfolio; and

n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Global Income Portfolio.
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        You will receive shares in the OEIC (attributable to the Sub-Fund(s) you have
selected) in exchange for the capital you invest. Each share represents an
equal proportion of the assets of the Sub-Fund selected by you. Your capital
is used to purchase new assets. Over time, assets are bought and sold in the
OEIC, aiming to secure for you and other shareholders a return in the form
of income and/or capital growth, depending on the investment objective
and policy adopted by the relevant Sub-Fund. By investing your capital in
a range of assets in this way, you can participate in a wide spread of
investments regardless of the size of your investment.

A Depositary holds all the investments of an OEIC on its behalf. The Depositary
must act in the interests of the OEIC’s shareholders, and also has responsibility
for supervising certain activities of the ACD, in accordance with applicable
FCA rules. The shareholders of the OEIC will not be liable for the debts of the
OEIC. A shareholder is not liable to make any further payments after the price
on the purchase of shares in the OEIC has been paid.

      The FCA regulates the operation and promotion of investment funds
authorised in the United Kingdom, including the Company. The FCA can
be contacted in writing at 12 Endeavour Square London E20 1JN. The
FCA’s website is www.fca.gov.uk/consumer and the consumer helpline
is 0800 111 6768.

          The Authorised Corporate Director (or “ACD”) of the Company is
Investment Fund Services Limited. The ACD’s operating and registered
address is Marlborough House, 59 Chorley New Road, Bolton BL1 4QP. The
ACD is authorised and regulated by the FCA. The ACD is registered on the
FCA’s Register with the number 464193.

          The ACD has delegated the investment management function in respect
of the Sub-Funds to Tilney Investment Management Services Limited
(“Investment Manager”) at 6 Chesterfield Gardens, Mayfair, London
W1J  5BQ. The Investment Manager is authorised and regulated by the
FCA and is registered on the FCA’s Register with the number 165169.

          The Sponsor of the Company is Tilney Investment Management Services
Limited (“Sponsor”). The Sponsor also acts as Investment Manager as set
out above.

          The Company’s depositary is the Natwest Trustee & Depositary Services
Limited (the “Depositary”). The Depositary is a private limited company
incorporated in England. Its registered and head office is at 250 Bishopsgate,
London EC2M 4AA. The Depositary is authorised and regulated by the FCA
and is registered on the FCA's Register with the number 794152.

The ultimate holding company of the Depositary is The Royal Bank of
Scotland Group plc, which is incorporated in Scotland.
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        Investment Fund Services Limited is to act as registrar and administrator.

The Depositary has delegated the function of custodian to BNP Paribas

Securities Services, London Branch.

BNP Paribas Securities Services, London Branch is authorised and supervised

in France by the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel and by the Autorité des

Marchés Financiers and authorised by and subject to limited regulation by

the Financial Conduct Authority for the conduct of its investment business

in the UK. Marlborough Fund Managers Ltd is authorised and regulated by

the Financial Conduct Authority.

          Ernst & Young LLP is the Company’s Auditor, whose operating address is

Ten George Street, Edinburgh EH2 2DZ.

         Under the Company’s constitutional documents, the Company is permitted

to issue Sterling and foreign currency denominated Shares which may be

further classified as Class A, Class B etc up to and including Class Z, Clean

Shares, Institutional Class and Retail Class or such other designation as the

directors by resolution from time to time decide, which may be issued as

Income, Accumulation, net, gross and limited issue shares in relation to all

Sub-Funds. The minimum investment requirements for these Sub-Funds are

set out on page 5. Further details are contained in the Prospectus. The

following shares are available in respect of the Sub-Fund:

Advanced Passive: Aggressive Growth Portfolio Fund
n Retail Class A Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Retail Class B Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Clean Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Euro Net Accumulation Shares

Advanced Passive: Balanced Portfolio Fund
n Retail Class A Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Retail Class B Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Clean Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Euro Net Accumulation Shares
n USD Net Accumulation Shares

                                                               Advanced Passive: Cautious Portfolio Fund
n Retail Class A Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Retail Class B Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Clean Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Clean Sterling Net Income Shares
n Euro Net Accumulation Shares
n USD Net Accumulation Shares

Who is the Administrator,
Registrar and Custodian?
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         Advanced Passive: Growth Portfolio Fund
n Retail Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Retail Class A Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Retail Class B Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Clean Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Euro Net Accumulation Shares
n USD Net Accumulation Shares

Advanced Passive: Income Portfolio Fund
n Retail Class A Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Retail Class B Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Clean Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Clean Sterling Net Income Shares
n Euro Net Accumulation Shares
n Swiss Franc Net Accumulation Shares
n USD Net Accumulation Shares

Global Aggressive Growth Portfolio Fund
n USD Net Accumulation Shares
n USD Class A Net Accumulation Shares
n USD Class B Net Accumulation Shares
n Retail Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Clean Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n EURO Net Accumulation Shares
n Swiss Franc Net Accumulation Shares

Global Defensive Portfolio Fund
n USD Net Accumulation Shares
n USD Class A Net Accumulation Shares
n USD Class B Net Accumulation Shares
n Retail Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Clean Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n EURO Net Accumulation Shares
n Swiss Franc Net Accumulation Shares

Global Growth Portfolio Fund
n USD Net Accumulation Shares
n USD Class A Net Accumulation Shares
n USD Class B Net Accumulation Shares
n Retail Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Clean Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n EURO Net Accumulation Shares
n Swiss Franc Net Accumulation Shares

What shares are available
for investment? (continued)
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         Global Income & Growth Portfolio Fund
n USD Net Accumulation Shares
n USD Class A Net Accumulation Shares
n USD Class B Net Accumulation Shares
n Retail Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Retail Sterling Net Income Shares
n Clean Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Clean Sterling Net Income Shares
n EURO Net Accumulation Shares
n Swiss Franc Net Accumulation Shares

Global Income Portfolio Fund
n USD Net Accumulation Shares
n USD Class A Net Accumulation Shares
n USD Class B Net Accumulation Shares
n Retail Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n Clean Sterling Net Accumulation Shares
n EURO Net Accumulation Shares
n Swiss Franc Net Accumulation Shares

                                                               You may redeem your shares whenever you wish (see ‘How do I sell my
shares and how quickly will I receive the proceeds?’ on page 8), save in
certain circumstances described in the Prospectus. However, as is the case
with any investment in an authorised fund you should view your investment
as long term.

          Please complete the appropriate application form and send it by post to

your Professional Adviser or to Investment Fund Services Limited together with

a cheque made payable to IFSL for the full amount. You may buy further

units/shares in the same way or by instructing us using the methods referred

to in section 7.3 of the Ts&Cs. Alternatively, you may telephone our Dealing

Team free on 0808 164 5458 for further information. Calls to this line may be

recorded for your protection. It is important that you read the latest Key

Investor Information Document (KIID) for a fund before you make any

investment or top-up. We will ask you to confirm that you have done this

before accepting an investment from you.

         We will place your deal in accordance with section 7 of the Ts&Cs. Your
investment will then be made in your chosen fund(s) at the next available
valuation point and we will send you a contract note. This will give you all
the details about your investment such as the number of units/shares you
receive, the price you paid and the date your investment was made. You
should keep this document safe for future reference. For details of the
valuation point for each fund please refer to the relevant Prospectus.

What shares are available
for investment? (continued)

How do I invest?

What happens next?
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        In respect of shares currently available in relation to the Sub-Funds the
minimum amounts are shown in the following table:

          If you have received investment advice we will send you a letter detailing
your cancellation rights. Further details regarding cancellation rights are
set out at section 14 of the Ts&Cs.

          Shares in the Sub-Funds are single priced in accordance with the relevant
rules of the FCA. This means that there is a single price which applies
regardless of whether you are buying or selling. However, there are costs
such as an initial charge which you pay if applicable on investing in the
Sub-Funds and (in certain circumstances) a dilution levy may be applied
(see below). The price of a share is calculated by dividing the net asset
value (which generally constitutes assets less liabilities) of the relevant
Sub-Fund by the number of shares issued in relation to that Sub-Fund.

May I change my mind
after I have invested?

How is my investment
valued?

Are there any minimum
investment requirements?
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Minimal
Initial

Investment 

Minimum
Subsequent
Investment 

Minimum
Redemption

Minimum
Balanced
required

Retail Shares £1,000 £1,000 £1,000 £1,000

Retail A Shares £1,000 £1,000 £1,000 £1,000

Retail B Shares £1,000 £1,000 £1,000 £1,000

Clean Shares £1,000 £1,000 £1,000 £1,000

Euro Shares �1,000 �1,000 �1,000 �1,000

USD Shares USD1,000 USD1,000 USD1,000 USD1,000

USD A Shares USD1,000 USD1,000 USD1,000 USD1,000

USD B Shares USD1,000 USD1,000 USD1,000 USD1,000

Swiss Franc Shares CHF1,000 CHF1,000 CHF1,000 CHF1,000



          Where the Sub-Fund buys or sells underlying investments it will generally incur
a cost, made up of dealing costs and any spread between the bid and offer
prices of the investments concerned, which will not be reflected in the
amount paid by or to the shareholder. If, in the ACD’s opinion, the existing
shareholders would be adversely affected by sales or redemptions of shares
then a dilution levy may be charged at the discretion of the ACD. This effect
is referred to as “dilution”. It is not possible to predict accurately whether
dilution will occur at any point in time. With a view to reducing this cost
(which, if material, disadvantages continuing shareholders and could
adversely affect the future growth of the Sub-Funds) the ACD is entitled to
require payment of a “dilution levy” under certain circumstances. This levy is
paid directly into the relevant Sub-Fund and it is intended to reduce the
effect of dilution on the future growth of that Sub-Fund.

                                                              At its absolute discretion, the ACD may charge a dilution levy on the price
of shares in the following circumstances:

n Where a Sub-Fund experiences a large level of net sales or redemptions
on any business day, relative to its size (i.e. net sales or redemptions
equivalent to or greater than 2% of the Net Asset Value of that Sub-Fund);

n Where a Sub-Fund is in continuing decline, in terms of Net Asset Value,
as a result of poor market conditions or continual net redemptions;

n On “large deals”, which for this purpose is defined as a single purchase or
redemption of shares equivalent to more than 2% of the Net Asset Value of
a particular Sub-Fund.

The dilution levy is not retained by the ACD but is paid into the relevant
Sub-Fund.

How will it affect investors? – On the occasions when the dilution levy is not
applied there may be an adverse impact on the total assets of that Sub-
Fund. As dilution is directly related to the inflows and outflows of monies from
the Sub-Fund it is not possible to accurately predict whether dilution will occur
at any point in time. Consequently it is also not possible to accurately predict
how frequently the ACD will need to make such a dilution levy. However, the
ACD believes that the likely effect of not charging a dilution levy, excluding
such cases referred to above, will be negligible.

    Soft commission is any economic benefit, for example free research
analysis, that might be provided by a broker who buys and sells the
underlying investments in a fund’s portfolio. In exchange a fund manager
would be expected to give the broker a certain amount of business.

The ACD has no soft commission or fee-sharing arrangements in place for
the Company at this time.

          Your professional adviser will give you details about the cost of any advice.

          Investment Fund Services does not provide investment advice, tax advice
or legal advice. You should therefore consider the terms of investment in
any Fund carefully and, if in any doubt, seek professional advice before
making any investment decisions.

Is there a dilution levy?

What is soft commission
and does it affect my
investment?

How much will any
advice cost?
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          If you hold income shares and you have elected to take that income,
income will be paid to you in accordance with the Ts&Cs. Income, when
distributed, is sent direct to your bank account. Alternatively you can
instruct the ACD to re-invest the income by purchasing further shares on
your behalf. 

Where you hold accumulation shares, income will be accumulated within
the relevant Sub-Fund in accordance with the Ts&Cs.

The following Sub-Funds will make allocations and distributions of income
on or before 28 February, 31 May, 31 August and 30 November:

n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Advanced Passive: Income Portfolio;
n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Advanced Passive: Cautious Portfolio and:

n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Global Income Portfolio.

The following Sub-Funds will make allocations and distributions on or before
28 February and 31 August:

n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Advanced Passive: Growth Portfolio;
n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Advanced Passive: Balanced Portfolio;
n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Advanced Passive: Aggressive Growth Portfolio.
n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Global Aggressive Growth Portfolio;
n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Global Defensive Portfolio;
n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Global Growth Portfolio and;
n IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Global Income & Growth Portfolio.

                The most recent share prices are published on the following websites: 

n www.ifslfunds.com; and

n www.fundlistings.com

Prices are also available by telephoning the ACD on 0808 178 9321. The price
you will actually pay if you buy or sell shares will be the price determined at
the next valuation point in accordance with the Ts&Cs. The Sub-Funds are
valued at 12.00 noon (UK time) on each day, Monday to Friday excluding UK
public and bank holidays or any day on which the London Stock Exchange
is not open for the normal full duration of its trading hours and any other day
at the ACD’s discretion as agreed with the Depositary. The ACD is not
responsible for any errors in publication or non-publication.

          You can instruct us to sell some or all of your units/shares at any time,
either by writing to us or by calling our Dealing team free on
0808 164 5458. Instructions to sell units/shares are governed by sections 7.3
to 7.13 (inclusive) of the Ts&Cs and further details can be found in these
sections of the Ts&Cs.

How do I find out the
price for buying or
selling shares?

Will income be
distributed?

How do I sell my shares
and how quickly will I
receive the proceeds?
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          You may telephone our Investor Support Team on freephone 0808 178
9321 to request a valuation of your investments with IFSL. Fund prices are
available on our website www.ifslfunds.com along with our Ts&Cs and
other useful information. Statements will be sent to you at least annually
in accordance with the Ts&Cs. 

          If you have a complaint, please contact our Investor Support Team in the
first instance on freephone 0808 178 9321 if you are calling from the UK
(+44 1204 380060 if you are calling from overseas). We will then carry out
a full investigation and respond to you as soon as possible. Full details of
our complaints procedure are available on request. If you are not
satisfied with our response you may then contact the Financial
Ombudsman Service, Exchange Tower, London E14 9SR (0207 694 1000)
who may then review your complaint independently. 

                                                              Website: financial-ombudsman.org.uk

       Investment Fund Services Limited is covered by the Financial Services
Compensation Scheme. You may be entitled to compensation from the
Scheme if we cannot meet our obligations. This depends on the type of
business and the circumstances of the claim. Most types of investment
business are covered for 100% of the first £50,000. Further information about
compensation arrangements is available from the Financial Services
Compensation Scheme www.fscs.org.uk.

          Notifications of changes in personal details can only be accepted by
appropriate signatures and documentation and must be sent to: IFSL
(Tilney Bestinvest MAP), Marlborough House, 59 Chorley New Road,
Bolton BL1 4QP.

If you notify us of a change in your address we will write to your new and
old address to acknowledge this change within 5 business days. Current
procedures state that if you request a withdrawal from your account within
six months of your change of address notification we reserve the right to
request additional verification of your instruction.

          You may obtain further information about the Company by telephoning the
ACD on 0808 178 9321 or by visiting the ACD’s website on www.ifslfunds.com.
No advice on investments has been or will be given by the ACD. If you have
any doubt as to whether an investment in the Company is suitable for you
please seek advice from an appropriately qualified professional adviser.
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          Cash – protecting your money
We are required to comply with the FCA’s client money rules, as set out in
Chapter 7 of the FCA’s Client Assets sourcebook (CASS) (the ‘Client
Money Rules’). 

For further information supporting the protection of client money, refer to the
Ts&Cs under sections 7, 8, 10, 12.3 (A), & 17.4.

Interest
As set out at section 7.14 of the Ts&Cs, no interest will be paid on un-invested
cash held for your Account.

          Money laundering regulations require financial service companies to make
checks on the source of all business. Further information regarding our
customer verification, anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing policy is set out in the Ts&Cs and in the Prospectus for each Fund.

                                                              If you have any queries on money laundering prevention please call the
Investor Support Team free on 0808 178 9321.

          This document has been provided to you in the English language and we
will continue to communicate with you in the English language. Your
dealings with the ACD before and after you have made an investment
with us shall be governed in accordance with English law.

Please note that nothing in this document constitutes financial advice.

Before relying on any information contained in this document you should
check with the ACD that this is the most recently published version.

How do the UK’s
anti-money laundering
regulations affect me?

Important information

Client Money
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Investment Fund Services Limited Registered in England No. 06110770 (Authorised Corporate Director for IFSL Tilney Bestinvest Multi Asset
Portfolio Series II). Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

This document has been issued by Investment Fund Services Limited.

The information contained in this document may not be reproduced in any form without the express permission of Investment Fund Services
Limited and to the extent that it is passed on care must be taken to ensure that this is in a form which accurately reflects the information
presented here. Whilst Investment Fund Services Limited believes that the information is correct at the date of this production, no warranty
or representation is given to this effect and no responsibility can be accepted by Investment Fund Services Limited to any intermediaries
or end users for any action taken on the basis of the information. 60
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